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Mandala
Wait, don’t throw that art piece away!  
 Artfully SCRAPPIN’ is a practice in stretching the imagination,  
non-attachment and fun.  Discards are filled with possibilities 
for reusing and creating something new.  

Materials
•   Art scraps: drawings, paintings, prints,  photos, etc that are   
first, second or third attempts and art that is cut into or 
slightly blemished.  Yes, use a favorite art pieces too!

•   Scissors

•   Pencil

•   Tacky glue

Putting it all together
•  Choose how many times a pattern repeats. This will 
determine the radiation of your mandala and how many 
shapes you cut out.  The example shown is a six-radiation 
mandala.

•   Choose templates, varying in size.  Cut out shapes. The 
example shown has twelve different shapes.

•   Find the artboard’s center point and draw a 6” straight line 
locating the center point at 3”.  Center the protractor on the 
line and lightly mark the 60º and 120º points. Keeping the 
protractor centered on the line, flop the protractor as if it 
is a reflection. Mark the 60º and 120º marks. Remove the 
protractor and lightly draw diagonal lines connecting the 
dots. You now have a line drawing for your six-radiation 
mandala. Draw the lines out as far as you’d like the edge of 
the mandala to reach.

•   Begin assembling one shape at a time until all shapes are 
used  (see next page). Let your intuition guide you along the 
way.  Overlap shapes.  This is an organic process, you may 
start over or change placement of shapes several times until 
it feels right. Use the space in between each radiation too.

•   Art board or canvas

•   Protractor and straight edge

•   Variety of templates
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Mandala

Putting it all together continued

•   There are several ways to glue the shapes down.                        
1) Photograph the mandala with your cell phone or iPad. 
Remove all shapes and start over using photo for reference 
as you glue the shapes down.                                                          
2) Make an outline drawing of one or two radiations for 
reference of pattern sequence. Take all shapes off and start 
over using the drawing as reference as you glue the shapes 
down.
 

•   Depending on paper weight of art scraps used, some of 
the edges may not lay flat.  Add glue to edges.  Place heavy 
books or objects on finished mandala for 24hrs to flatten.

•   Optional - For added color, before gluing shapes down, 
paint a transparent layer of color(s) on art board/canvas 
keeing the pencil lines visible. 

Application
This mandala exercise helps to calm, focus, and be in the 
present moment. As a celebration of color and the creative 
process, say yourself, WOW, look what I created!

For more fun with the creative process, layout the shapes in 
different combinations. How many can you come up with? 
See next page for examples.
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Creating Different Shape Combinations!


